Please turn off all cell phones or other electronic devices.
They could distract from, or interrupt,
the students’ performances. Thank you.

If you believe, like we do, that public education should
be innovative and engaging, that all children should be
challenged and held to high expectations, and that they
should be happy throughout the process, please support our
important work by making a tax-deductible donation to the
Marblehead Charter Education Fund.
Go to: marbleheadcharter.org/development.
Thank you.

m a r bl e h e a d co m m u ni ty c h a rt er p u b li c s c h o o l

MCCPS
17 Lime Street, Marblehead, MA 01945
781-631-0777
www.marbleheadcharter.org

p r e s e n ts

A Public Exhibition of Student Work
Monday June 20, 2016 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Opening Ceremonies
Jazz Band Directed by Adria Smith
Summertime by George Gershwin
Blue Train by John Coltrane
Switch-A-Roo an original collective composition
by the Jazz Band members
Welcome - in Spanish, French, & English
Students: Hunter Wanger, Claudia Hart, Tyler Roads
Teachers: Kate Lerner Liebowitz & Maria Latusky
8th Grade Presentations
Project Hooks
Introduction by Liz Bakhnov & Max Lewis
Hooks presented by Gavin Snook & Haley Lemieux
Peace Poems
Introduction by Ainsley Perkins
Poems presented by Jenna Segil & Tyler Roads
Graduation Speeches
Introduction by Josh Francoeur
Speeches by Ian McRae & Liz Bakhnov
Graduation Songs
I’ll Follow the Sun by John Lennon and Paul McCartney
Home by Greg Holden and Drew Pearson
Closing Remarks
Nina Cullen-Hamzeh, Head of School
Student Exhibitions
After you visit your child’s Exhibition and his/her grade level,
please be sure to experience the accomplishments in the next/
other grades.
The students will be dismissed by their teachers at 8:00.

Message from the Head of School
Can you feel the excitement in the building? The children are so
looking forward to sharing what they have learned with you, and
the teachers and I are very proud of all of them. I’m sure that you
will be, too.
Since our opening in 1995, MCCPS has demonstrated that Public
Exhibitions of Student Work bring a relevance to the children’s
schooling that cannot be achieved in a traditional classroom
setting. The performance assessments that will be presented to
you this evening create a deep and enduring understanding of
content and skill that will long outlive the scores on an MCAS or the
grades on a report card. In doing these projects, the children have
collaborated, negotiated, advocated for their point of view, and
compromised when necessary. They have employed the essential
habits of perseverance, leadership, initiative, and problemsolving. They have grown in their ability to become capable, selfdetermining, fully-engaged individuals who are critical and creative
thinkers committed to achieving their highest intellectual, artistic,
social, emotional, and physical potential.
As you tour the building tonight, please note that all of the projects
are grounded in the state’s curriculum frameworks/common core.
In each classroom you’ll see ‘The Anatomy of an Exhibition’ on
display, so that you can better understand all that goes into each

Message from the Head of School
performance assessment. Of course, academic rigor is expected for
all, and the four performance levels are described on the rubrics. As
we celebrate tonight’s Exhibition, the faculty, staff, administration,
and I can state with certainty that we remain convinced that these
public events continue to be very effective methods of inspiring high
levels of growth and achievement.
The children have a lot to share with you tonight, and I hope that
you will be sure to visit all of the grade levels. If you don’t get to see
everything tonight, please come back tomorrow morning at 8:45 for
Exhibition part 2 - when we’ll do it all again for the children. Thank
you for supporting our important work. I hope that you will enjoy
the night.
Sincerely,
Nina Cullen-Hamzeh, M.Ed.
Head of School

Founding Faculty Award
2015

Matt Young
2014

Robert E. Erbetta
2013

Carol McEnaney
2012

Pamela Haley & Eileen Perry
2011

Adria Smith
2010

Jeffrey Barry
2009

Rebecca Perry
2008

Randy Sigler
2007

Ann Chandler
2006

Matt Cronin
2005

Francine Rinfret-Cronin
2004

Molly Wright
2003

Deb Galiel
2002

Kay O’Dwyer
2001

Felice Koslen & Nina Cullen-Hamzeh
2000

Katie Sullivan
1999

Pamela Miller

Message from the MCCPS Board
Dear MCCPS Families and Community,
On behalf of the MCCPS Board, welcome to the third and
final Exhibition of the 2015 – 2016 academic year. We are
thrilled to join you in celebrating the children’s wonderful
accomplishments tonight.
Congratulations to the graduating 8th grade class. We wish
them great success as they move on to high school.
Finally we would like to thank our exceptional administrators,
faculty, and staff who work tirelessly throughout the year to
make MCCPS the outstanding school that it is.
We share your pride on this special evening and wish you a safe
and enjoyable summer.
Sincerely,
Katie Hope
MCCPS Board Chair

What Parents Think about Exhibition
MCCPS has changed my daughter’s life.
She is finally excited about learning and going to school each day.
I don’t know who gets more excited for Exhibition in our house,
the parents or the kids. As the night approaches, our girls are a little
anxious with anticipation - a dose of adrenaline that proves they are
moved by the experience.
The opening ceremonies feel like the Olympics to us, bringing the entire
school community together to celebrate the culmination of learning that
term. Music, singing, dancing, and the greatest memory I have, our fourth
graders signing an entire song can bring tears to my eyes every time.
I cannot imagine a better way for students to learn. Exhibition provides
them with a great goal. It supports them by showing them that their
community is interested in what they are doing at school. It transforms
classroom study into something real, alive, and exciting. It encourages
teamwork and competition to bring out the best in our students. It gives
them a forum to practice public speaking. It lets them shine. It gives us all
a night full of pride. What better way is there to motivate and validate our
students (and teachers!) efforts?
I particularly appreciate the fact that the students’ projects use the state
standards in an innovative and creative fashion. Each grade’s projects
illustrate the importance of global responsibility and create pride in the
students’ sense of place in society. I am impressed with the students’ work.
Their success embodies the charter school’s mission.
The Exhibition was an incredible experience for us and most of all for our
daughter. I’ve never seen her so earnest. I think the most notable aspect of
it is how the whole experience enhances self confidence and self pride. I very
much like the idea of integrating what they are learning in all subjects and
pulling them together into a tangible and communicable body of work.
All of the students we spoke with were not just willing to answer questions,
but clearly wanted to engage. That was most telling about the school, as
I believe the desire to learn is the most effective tool of learning.

Volunteers
June 2016 — Maddie Acosta, Betsy Albani, Phyllis Aldrich, Emma Amsler,
Jenny Armini, Judy Arnold, Paul Baker, Ed Barker, Fiona Barrett, Audra BarrieCunningham, Charmerie Blaisdell, Jason Bond, AnneMette Bontaites, Christianna
Bostley, Bill Bowden, Dawn Buxbaum, Cynthia Canavan, Tim Carroll, Deidre
Casale, Mollie Chipman, Marsha Christensen, Matt Christensen, Jennifur Condon,
Star Connor, Roj Cowles, Birgitta Damon, Susan Dobscha, Melissa Dormer, Kevin
Driscoll, Christine Durkin, Ruth Farmery, Fred Ferris, Jen Finnegan, Danielle Fletcher,
Jeff Freedman, Humphrey Gardner, Paula Gold, Sarah Gold, Kate Goodyear, Buck
Grader, Cheri Grishin, David Hausler, Tanya Hawley, Patricia Hazelton, Tracie
Hines, Robin Hobart, Ramsey Hoguet, Katie Hope, Claire and Ian Hunt, Amy
Imhoff, Thomas Imhoff, Kim Indresano, Alexandra Jaffe, Peter Jaffe, Laura and Peter
Jalbert, Barbara Johnson, Mike Johnson, Sarah Juros, Maureen Kay, Jody Kerble,
Michael Kerble, Carrie Killeen, Candace Knight, Suzanne LaBrie, Enid Laganas, Lisa
Louden, Jenni Leikikh, Theresa Leinberry, Amy Leveroni, Chas Leveroni, Corey and
Kathleen Lewis, Melanie Lloyd, Ellen Lodgen, Brian Lucas, Christine Lucas, Steve
MacCallum, Maria Malkenson, Jill Mattina, Paul McCarthy, Mary McRae, Paul
McCarthy, Grace McGinley, Patrick McGinley, Mike Mele, Jessica Merriam, Michael
Merriam, Pam Miller, Charlotte Moore, David Moore, Susan Munafo, Steve Naylor,
Zachary Newell, Andi Oberlander, Dina O’Connor, Anna Ortiz, Lizzie Panagakis,
Doug Perkins, Pam Peterson, Leah Piepgras, Kari Pike, Paula Poss, Helen Riegle,
Francesco and Patricia Rietti, Lena Robinson, Gerrick Rodrigues, Laurie-Sue Rodrigues,
Brian Romer, Samantha Rosato, Erin Rule, Amy Ruocco, Bryan Ruocco, Nikki Sabin,
Carrie Schluter, Doug Schluter, Kim Schillinger, Barbara Schneider, Lisa Schneider,
Ken Schulman, Ellen Scire, Stephanie Scola, Rosie Segil, Tim & Jean Sheehy, Lori Sherf,
Paige Shippie, Jeanne Smith, John Steinberg, Will Steinberg, John Stickevers, Jen Stoddard,
Laurie Stolarz, Brad Stout, Michelle Stout, Megan Sweeney, Laurie Swope, Gail
Sullivan, John Sullivan, Katie Sullivan, Naomi Takata, Terri Tauro, Nichole Thompson,
Christopher Trussell, Dana Weeder, Jen Wolcott, Christine Wyman, Julie Vinette, Heather
Wager, Anathea Waitekus, Emily Westhoven, Alison Williams, Robin Windom

4th Grade
Global Theme: Communities and Individuals
What makes a community?
Students will understand...
How communities develop and evolve
That there are similarities and differences
within and among communities
That diversity enhances a community
How needs are met within a community
The interdependence of communities

What is my role as a community member?
Students will understand...
The privileges, rights, and responsibilities of
community membership
How people shape and are shaped by groups

4th Grade
Bridges Build Communities and Connect Individuals
Why is engineering and design important in the real world?
Teamwork is challenging and rewarding.
During Term III, in Science and Math students learned about the
engineering and design process. They explored and manipulated
various materials and methods of design. They experienced challenges
and success. In the end, students understood the significance of working
together as a TEAM.
Working in Bridge Company Construction Teams of three or four,
students assumed the jobs of Construction Manager, Architect,
Carpenter, and Accountant as they work together to build a bridge.
Students learned to write checks, balance accounts, and work within
a budget. In addition students also maintained a task schedule and
worked with other members of their company to accomplish a common
goal. Student builders kept a journal detailing individual and group
process and progress.
Questions to Ask the Students
What type of bridge did your company build?
Why did your company choose the style bridge?
What was the student’s role?
What responsibilities did they have?

4th Grade continued
Foreign Language: How do you describe a person or animal
using gender agreement?
Students were introduced to gender agreement, colors, animals, verb
conjugation, descriptive adjectives, likes and dislikes, body parts and
habitats, and they described a Greek god or goddess in the target
language.
Questions to Ask the Students
What Greek god or goddess did you choose?
What adjectives did you use to describe your god?
What are her/his likes and dislikes?
What are the body parts of your god?
Where does your god live?

Support Local. j Print Local.
Business Cards - Rack Cards - Invitations - Tri-fold Brochures
Art Scans - Prints - Note Cards - Postcards - Posters - And Much More

10 Colonial Rd, Ste 14| Salem, MA 01970

P: 978-741-1850 | C: 978-210-1793
Info@TSLPress.com | TSLPress.com

4th Grade continued
Book Clubs: Dodecahedron
Students demonstrated their learning about setting, character analysis,
plot summary, similes and metaphors, synonyms and antonyms by
quoting from their book and creatively illustrating each example.

Readers Theater: Students are directors, narrators
and actors
After learning about Greek Mythology, we will present Greek Plays
to demonstrate our understanding of common themes found in
mythology. 4P will present “Atalanta and the Great Race” and 4S
will present “ Demeter and Persephone”.

Persuasive Writing: A Hero’s Journey
Students chose a personal hero and used a list of character traits with
examples of these traits in action to demonstrate their understanding of
paragraph structure. Students researched family stories to inform their
writing. Personal heroes are also linked to Greek gods and goddesses.

Performance Times
The work will be displayed in the 4th grade classroom.
Band Performance: Zorba in the Community Room at 7:45pm.

5th Grade
Global Theme: Communication
How does communication occur?
Students will understand...
That there are many different ways, forms, means to communicate
Factors that influence communication
How to communicate effectively

What are the purposes of communication?
Students will understand...
That communication is used for a variety of purposes
The importance of communicating ideas clearly

5th Grade
The Age of Exploration
Fifth graders embarked on journeys across the seas as well as
into their imaginations. Each student has researched an explorer
and written a research essay recounting his adventures and
accomplishments. In addition, students worked in groups to create
a presentation using the Explain Everything App. The focus of the
presentation is to convince the audience that the explorer should be
nominated to the Explorer Hall of Fame. In connection with their study
of the art of the Dutch Golden Age, students created Dutch Baroque
tulip prints. Students labeled the parts of the plant and their function
on their tulip artwork. Students also investigated the science behind
musical string instruments. In Art, they constructed a symmetrical
four-string musical instrument. In music, they learned about pitch,
tension, and how it relates to range and tuning. Additionally, they
composed explorer songs.
The imagination and ingenuity of the 5th grade scientists will also be
on display. Fifth grade students have worked in teams to discover a
biome of the world. They become experts on their biome and created
a food web to explain the interactions between animals within the
biome. Students shared adaptations and characteristics of the
different animals within the food web.
Students in French and Spanish utilized their map skills to create a
map and design and build a model representing the town of their
dreams. They wrote “travel logs”, detailing where different people are
walking in their towns.

5th Grade continued
Questions to Ask the Students
What were the favored subject matters of 17th century
Dutch Protestant art?
What are some characteristics of Baroque paintings?
What was the motivation for exploration?
What were the consequences of the Age of Exploration?
What biome did you study?
What types of plants and animals live in your biome?
How do the animals in your biome interact?
How do your Foreign Language projects demonstrate your knowledge
of the global theme of Communication?
What are the community places you included in the town of your dreams?
Where are different people going in your town?
In which directions do people need to walk to get from place to place
in your town?

5th Grade continued
Performance Times
6:35- 7:10
		

Kriger Advisory in 5K
Students present biome projects.

		

Musical creations also on display

		
		

O’Dwyer Advisory in 5O
Students present explorers in the Age of Exploration

7:15- 7:50
		

Kriger Advisory in 5O to present explorers
O’Dwyer Advisory in 5K to present biome projects.

7:50 - 8:00
		

Students in Community Room
with Foreign Language towns.

Art work on display in hallway.

6th Grade
Global Theme: Change
Cycles and Transformations
What are cycles and where do they appear in our world?
Students will understand...
Where cycles exist in culture
Where cycles exist in the environment
Where cycles exist within themselves

What are the costs and benefits of change?
Students will understand...
How to predict and evaluate the outcomes of changes
That with any change comes gains and losses
That perspective influences perception of change
How do I create change?

6th Grade
Global Studies
The 6th grade has been researching the events leading up to and
including the Revolutionary War, including the Coercive Acts, the Boston
Tea Party, the Boston Massacre, and many others. They have explored
these issues from the perspective of both the Patriots and the Loyalists.
In English Language Arts, the students have been looking at persuasive
writing and speaking techniques, as well as how to utilize multiple
sources to learn about a particular topic.
The Revolution will be Televised: Students have made campaignstyle videos using the Touchcast app either in support of, or in
opposition to various taxes and laws imposed on the colonies by
England in the years leading up to the Revolutionary War. They have
incorporated the various persuasive techniques; Pathos, Ethos, and
Logos, to make their arguments.
The Revolution goes to Hollywood: Students have read a Revolutionary
War book of their choice and have created a Hollywood movie-style poster
based on that book. These posters are a creative way for the students to
demonstrate their understanding of themes, characterization, and plot in
books associated with the Revolutionary War.
The Revolution Comes Home: The students had an opportunity to
explore some Revolutionary War era sites here in Marblehead, including
the Lee Mansion, Abbot Hall, Fort Sewall, and Old Burial Hill. At each
stop the students gathered information at each site which they then
used to make a travel pamphlet. This was a way for the students to
connect the content they were learning in class to the places they see
every day.

6th Grade continued
Questions to Ask the Students
What events led to the Revolutionary War?
What were the Coercive Acts?
What happened at the First Continental Congress? Who was there?
What were some of the important battles of the Revolutionary War?
What connections does Marblehead have to the Revolutionary War?

Math and Science
The students have been using their knowledge of electric circuits,
gear ratios, and the Engineering Design Process, to create Solar Cars.
Students decided whether to design a car built for top speed or power,
and calculated the gear ratio for their car. Groups have both individual
and group designs they created to help guide them through their
build. Students who built a speed car will be racing their classmates to
determine who has the fastest car. Students who built a power car will
be seeing which car can pull the most weight.
Questions to Ask the Students
How does the gear ratio impact top speed or power?
What was a problem your group had to overcome while building
your solar car?
What are some examples of interspecies relationships in your ecosystem
(i.e. mutualism, commensalism, parasitism)?

6th Grade continued
Art
In conjunction with their studies of ecosystems in Science, students
used pastels and colored pencils to create a detailed and accurate
representation of a bird in its habitat, in the manner of artist, naturalist,
and ornithologist John James Audubon. They also researched the bird
they chose and wrote a short descriptive essay about it.
Students also looked at the cultural importance of masks across
civilizations, and created clay masks inspired by west and central African
tribes and by native northwest American tribes.

Music and Fitness
Students have arranged stomp performances that involve the audience
and will keep you entertained. They have learned about how to subdivide
and count the beat, as well as keep their heart rate up through practice
and teamwork.

Foreign Language: Holidays and Celebrations
Students researched different Hispanic or French holidays. In the target
language, they wrote important facts and traditions using the basic
questions why, when, how and where. In addition, students compare
and contrast the holiday of their choice celebrated in the Hispanic/
French culture versus United States using a Venn diagram.
Questions to Ask the Students
What holiday did you research?
What are the Hispanic/French traditions for this particular holiday?
What are the differences and similarities versus the holiday celebrated
in United States?

6th Grade continued
Performance Times
The work will be displayed in the 6th grade classrooms.
Solar cars will be in the back lot.
Stomp performances located in Charter Hall from 7:20-8:00.

7th Grade
Global Theme: Conflict and Harmony
What is conflict?
Students will understand...
How to recognize different types of conflict
That conflict often leads to change

What is harmony?
Students will understand...
Where harmony exists in the world
How harmony can be achieved and sustained

What is my role in creating both conflict and harmony?
Students will understand...
How to resolve conflicts

7th Grade
National Parks: Growth and Reflection of Open Spaces
Students examined the growth of the National Park System from the
historical perspective, as the nation grows, to the artistic perspectives
of the Hudson River School and Impressionism. Students researched a
national park that was founded before 1930 and embodied the growing
nations changing priorities and created an Impressionistic collage of
their chosen park.
Questions to Ask the Students
Why should national parks be preserved?
How did the Hudson River School impact the development of the national
park system?
How did the development of the national parks demonstrate the ideas
of democracy?

7th Grade continued
Going Green: From the Industrial Revolution
to Sustainable Solutions.
Building off their study of the impact the industrial revolution had on
society, students identified how this time period initiated the excessive
production of pollution and waste, as well as, the overconsumption of
natural resources. In Science, students studied energy and the impact
our need for energy has on our local and global environments. Students
worked on a team to create a public service announcement about an
environmental problem addressing the current state of the problem,
what initiated the problem, and how to alleviate this problem in the
future. In music class, students arranged jingles using original material,
and parodies about going green. Lastly, students selected and wrote a
narrative writing piece in one of the following areas.
• No Impact Life Experience: Reflection on the ups and downs of
		 living life while reducing your environmental impact.
• Farm to Table: Analysis of how food travels globally or locally to
		 your table.
• Reformers for Change: Researching and telling a story of how an
		 individual worked to bring about change in their community.
Questions to Ask the Students
What are major problems that negatively impact the environment?
What sustainable practices and technology are being developed or used
around the world to reduce the negative impacts on the environment?
How did the industrial revolution initiate practices that led to many of the
environmental problems we face today?
What challenges did you face when creating your public service
announcement and how did you overcome them?

7th Grade continued
Book Trailers for the Book Blog Website
Building off their work during the previous two terms, students
developed multi-media presentation highlighting the theme, mood,
character, plot and setting. Students also provided their review and
recommendation of the book using the Adobe Voice application. These
reviews were completed on the books read as part of our Civil War
book clubs.
Questions to Ask the Students
What skills did you use to create the videos?
How do you determine mood and tone in a story?
What did you enjoy about this form of presentation?

Foreign Language Sports and Hobbies
Students learned about sports and hobbies in French and Spanish class
this term. They learned related vocabulary, large numbers, expressions
of frequency, and past and present tenses for regular and irregular
verbs, as well as how to distinguish between them. Students wrote
about their favorite sports and hobbies, and researched a French or
Spanish professional, such as an athlete, artist, or musician, to write
about, as well. Then, they displayed this information on a poster.
Questions to Ask the Students
Which sports and hobbies do you prefer?
How often do you do theses sports and hobbies, and for how long have
you done them?
Who did you research?
What is their profession? For what are they known in the Francophone/
Spanish-speaking world?

7th Grade continued
March Madness Mathematical Modeling
Essential Questions:
How can multiple sources of data be used to calculate probabilities
and odds in order to theoretically predict the outcomes of the March
Madness Basketball Tournament?
Can using probabilities derived from historical and team data impact
the accuracy of predicting winners compared with random predictions?
What data was most accurate in predicting winners of the 2016 March
Madness Division 1 Tournament and what was least accurate?
Students worked collaboratively as a class to conduct and compile
research data into a shared google spreadsheet. They then selected the
data they felt would best predict the winners of the tournament games
and created their own formulas to combine multiple statistics. Students
carried out calculations and filled in their bracket according to their
formulas and were able to explain the reasoning. Students reflected
upon the accuracy of their formulas and why it may or may not have
accurately predicted the game outcomes.
Questions to Ask the Students
How accurate were your formulas in predicting game outcomes?
Do you think someone could create a formula that is 100% accurate?
Why or why not?

Performance Times
The work will be displayed in the 7th grade classrooms.
Music jingles performances will be in 7P.
7P will perform from 6:40-7:00 and 7W will 7:20-7:40.

8th Grade
Global Theme: Character & Identity
Who am I and who am I becoming?
Students will understand...
How various influences affect their identity and character
How personal choices shape identity and character
How identity is expressed

What is character?
Students will understand...
How character is formed
How character is expressed
How character is judged

What is group identity?
Students will understand...
How group identity is created
How group membership affects point of view
How one maintains individual identity as a group

8th Grade
Humanities: Debating Current Events
Listening to the news for a mere thirty seconds is sure to reveal a current
challenge facing our nation or world. For the term three Exhibition
students have researched a current issue and posed a question on
a related topic currently being debated. From there students have
formulated a thesis statement indicating their personal stance on the
topic, and the have conducted research to support their argument.
Students will be using technology to showcase their research writing
and will attempt to persuade their audience to agree with their views
about a current, controversial topic.
Students are showcasing their work as part of a digital portfolio that
also exhibits their graduation speech, community service project and
peace poem.
Questions to Ask the Students
What topic did you research and why?
What events related to the topic have occurred lately?
What is your debate question?
What is your stance and what research have your found to backup
your opinion?
How would someone counter your argument?

8th Grade continued
Foreign Language
Students created foreign language senior projects. They chose at least
fifteen topics structures from a list of everything they have learned over
the past three years in foreign language class, and chose how to convey
what they have learned. For example, some students chose to write
illustrated stories, or make cooking videos and films. The assignment
left room for creativity and for incorporating personal interests.
Students had to include a written (at least thirty sentences), oral, and
visual component in their work, but how they do so was up to them!
Questions to Ask the Students
In Foreign Language:
What did you choose to do for your foreign language senior project?
Which grammatical structures, verb tenses, and vocabulary did you use?
Which units in foreign language class did you incorporate in your project?
Which topics most interested you in foreign language class from the past
three years?

Art of the Sixties: Pop Art Portraits
Students were introduced to the works of famous Pop Artists and
explored a variety of Pop Art styles. They used a photograph to create
a stencil for a series of prints. These prints were assembled into a work
in the style of Andy Warhol. Quotes from their graduation speech are
integrated in their artwork.
Questions to Ask the Students
What is Pop Art?
What kind of subject matter did Pop Artists use?

8th Grade continued
The Physics of Roller Coasters
Our final exhibition project in science allowed the students to use their
knowledge of the principles of physics and the principles of engineering
and design. The students worked in small groups to design and build
roller coasters out of cardstock. They had to test, redesign and rebuild
as they progressed through the construction. They were required to
incorporate particular design elements such as funnels, stairs and loops.
The goal was to build a roller coaster on which a marble could complete
the entire course without any aid. This project required knowledge of
Newton’s Laws of Motion, centripetal force, kinetic and potential energy
and speed. Another important component of this project was working
in a group. Each group member had to participate fully in the design,
creation and testing phases of the project. Collaboration between group
members was an important goal of the project. Students needed to
be valuable contributors and good listeners in order for the group to
function smoothly during all phases of the project.
Students also researched concrete poetry and wrote a concrete poem
relating to an amusement park.
Questions to Ask the Students
What was the biggest challenge you encountered when building your
roller coaster?
What is potential energy and where is it at its maximum and minimum on
the roller coaster?
What is kinetic energy and where is it at its maximum and minimum on the
roller coaster?
How did you calculate the speed of the marble?
How did you calculate the speed of the elements that weren’t straight
ramps?
Do different marbles behave differently during the run of the roller
coaster? Why?

0

8th Grade continued
Performance Times
Graduation songs in Charter Hall 6pm.
I’ll Follow the Sun by John Lennon and Paul McCartney
and Home by Greg Holden and Drew Pearson.
Roller coasters will be displayed in 8L.

Many thanks to our Board of Trustees:
Katie Hope, Chair, Former MCCPS Parent,
voting, serving first full term, Term expires January 2019
Patricia Hazelton, Vice-Chair, Educator,
voting, serving first full term, Term expires October 2016
Jessica Merriam, Clerk, MCCPS Parent,
voting, serving first full term, Term expires October 2016
David Hausler, Treasurer, MCCPS Parent,
serving first full term, Term expires August 2017, Finance Committee
Lena Robinson, MCCPS Parent,
voting, serving first full term, Term expires June 2016
Paul McCarthy, MCCPS Parent,
voting, serving first full term, Term expires April 2016
Ellen Lodgen, MCCPS Teacher,
voting, serving first full term, Term expires June 2017
Bill Bowden, MCCPS Parent,
voting, serving first full term, Term expires November 2018
John Stickevers, MCCPS Parent,
voting, serving first full term, Term expires May 2019
Paul Baker, MCCPS Parent,
voting, serving first full term, Term expires June 2019
Nina Cullen-Hamzeh, Head of School,
voting, Ex officio term

SPECIAL ORDERS • FREE DELIVERY • GREAT SERVICE

THE LOVE OF
GREAT FOOD.
breakfast & lunch: 7 days
• delicious homemade foods
• burgers, fish-n-chips, salads
• fine wines and microbrews
• fast and free wi-fi

Call Paul (Charter School Dad) to order

EAT & DRINK LOCAL

Tomorrow we will have Exhibition Part 2. From 8:45-12:00, the
students will do Exhibition again for themselves, and you’re
welcome to join us. It’s a joy to see them revel in their successes!
Please remember that there is an optional late start tomorrow.
Students may arrive at the regular time
(7:45) or up to one hour late (by 8:45).

Thank you for being involved in the life of MCCPS.
By doing so you have helped to empower the children to
reach their highest potential – intellectually, artistically,
socially, emotionally, and physically.
Your energy, enthusiasm, and expertise are greatly appreciated!

Development Department Happenings
It’s hard to believe June is already here. Our fundraising this year has
been successful as we have created several new events, conducted
an Annual Appeal and created a volunteer committee structure to
help plan the Development Program.
We look to build on our successes as we prepare for the 2016-17
school year. The following are some exciting campaign events to
help raise funds for our school. Please save these dates!
1. October, 2016: another month long on-line auction with
		 Bidding for Good leading up to:
2. November 19, 2016: our second annual Big Quiz Thing! This
		 event was so well received last year we decided to do it again.
		 This game show style trivia contest brought out the competitive
		 nature in our parents and it was a fight to the finish.
3. January 28, 2017: To ease your wintertime blues, we have
		 scheduled a fundraising event, “You’re No Van Gogh!” which
		 combines artistic creativity and social entertainment. The
		 instructor will guide participants step-by-step in creating their
		 masterpiece, while enjoying food, cocktails, conversation and
		 upbeat music.

Development Department Happenings
4. April 21, 2016: Our signature event, the Spring Gala! More
		 information to follow as the event draws closer.
5. Friday, June 2, 2017: If you like scotch, prepare yourself for a
		 scotch tasting with the North Shore Whiskey Club.
Thanks to all of you who helped run an event this past year and to
those of you who supported the school by participating in
our fundraising.
Specific details on how much we raised and what it will be used for will
follow via Constant Contact after the end of the fiscal year (June 30).
If you would like to help, plan and organize any of these events with
me, please contact me at 781-631-0777. I am always looking for
volunteer support to help create new and exciting events.
I wish all of you a pleasant restful summer. If you have any thoughts,
concerns or just want to talk with me please feel free to stop into my
office or call me. My office is always open.
Yours in fundraising,
Jan Brodie
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Graduation

June 23 7-8:30pm

Summer Adventure Camp

July 5-August 4

Summer School

July 11-29

Jedi Training Camp

August 15-19

Fencing Camp

August 22-26

First Day of School

August 29

Please see the website for details

MCCPS Mission
MCCPS fosters a community that empowers children
to become capable, self-determining, fully engaged
School Merchandise

individuals who are critical and creative thinkers
committed to achieving their highest intellectual,
artistic, social, emotional, and physical potential.
We are dedicated to involving, learning from,
participating in, and serving our school community

Baseball Caps (one size fits all)

$10

Polo Shirts (Adults sizes S/M/L/XL. Assorted colors)

$15

Hooded Sweatshirts / Sweatpants
(Adults sizes S/M/L/XL. Assorted colors)

$25

MCCPS Coffee Mugs

$7 each

and the community at large.

4/$25
Notecards

$12

Decals

$2

Please speak to Pam Haley for details

